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CEO’s Foreword
The Nodeseeds ethos is simple: democratize seed
and private sale investment rounds for retail
investors and level the financial playing field for all.
I am proud to announce that Nodeseeds has
secured an additional four investments in
companies who share our core values of equality
and financial accessibility in just four weeks. While
the upcoming NDS token buyback and burn
represents a significant achievement towards
these goals, Nodeseeds’ has seen stunning
success throughout May.
Throughout the month, Nodeseeds secured
investments in Opolis, a decentralized employee
benefits platform, and DeFinity, a protocol that
allows for distributed Foreign Exchange transaction processing. Along
with these two unique investments, Nodeseeds helped to capitalize
SolPad and PolyStarter, two IDO and acceleration platforms built for
the Solana and Polygon networks, respectively. We’re even ahead of
the curve for June’s investment calendar, with several exemplary
companies on our radar.
Next month we will be heavily focused on maximizing NDS token
holder benefits. We’re rolling out new partnerships, announcing new

investments, and highlighting the NDS token’s
functionality in an upcoming blog post. The Nodeseeds
team is exploring a tiered system for NDS token holders
to democratize the investment process further. Our
amazing community has provided thorough feedback
on how we might best incentivize holders of smaller
amounts of NDS tokens. Last but not least, June will be
the first official NDS token buyback and burn, an event
that will benefit all NDS token holders proportionally.
Within this report, you will find ample information
regarding Nodeseeds’ investment activity for May. The
report’s format remains similar to last month – we’re
open to suggestions and ideas for improvement! As we
work towards democratizing the investment process,
we’ve learned that listening and collaborating are powerful forces that
often deliver profound results. We at Nodeseeds are grateful for the
opportunity to work alongside the amazing Nodeseeds community. We
hope you enjoy reading about the successes we’ve experienced
throughout May and the promising opportunities found in June!
Florian Hermet, CEO & founder
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2. Global Market Commentary
Price Action
There's so much to say regarding May's crypto price action. Bitcoin
spent much of the first half of the month fighting to break into the
$60,000 range, patiently gyrating between the low and high $50,000s.
After a long and drawn-out battle, the world's largest cryptocurrency
lost momentum and succumbed to the selling pressure. Bitcoin's price
crashed intensely, along with the
rest of the crypto market. In a matter
of just twelve days, Bitcoin plunged
from around $58,000 to a low of
under $32,000 before slightly
recovering. This sudden reversal
was a first for many DeFi investors.
While volatility defines the crypto markets, this sell-off's speed and
intensity shocked newcomers and passive observers alike.
Ethereum didn't fare much better, wicking below $2000 before settling
firmly around $2500 at the time of writing. Unfortunately for users, the

selling pressure did little to ease the high gas fees on the Ethereum
network. While painful, the recent market sell-off remains a positive
from a technical perspective. When observing the daily timeframe, we
find that Bitcoin double-tested channel lows with the recent push to
the low $30,000s. Ethereum posted similar price action by double
testing just below $2000. This long wick and the market's ability to
absorb another round of intense sell pressure suggest that selling is
exhausted for the short term.
We're not out of the woods yet. Should the price action break down
and intense sell pressure resume, we may be in for a dormant period
as the broader market consolidates and finds its footing before
moving another leg up. While the future remains uncertain, the
Nodeseeds team remains fully confident in the long-term trajectory of
the DeFi industry. Crypto's price action remains strong, as does our
commitment to building a distributed investment platform with our
growing community.

Tech
May proved to be another blockbuster month for technical
developments in what has become an emerging trend in the DeFi and
crypto industries. Accessibility continues to increase as technical
solutions aid with scaling, user interface,
and project launches. Nowhere are these
technical developments more evident than
in the Cardano ecosystem. Occam.Fi, the
first accelerator and IDO platform on

Cardano, launched earlier this month. Backed in part by Cardano's
IOHK foundation, the platform makes launching projects on the
Cardano network a breeze.
Matic (which was recently rebranded as Polygon) is making significant
improvements to the Ethereum network in terms of scaling existing
blockchains. By creating adaptor modules that enable blockchain
networks to interface with one another seamlessly, Polygon allows any
project to leverage the network effect of Ethereum. Luckily Polygon is
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far less controversial than the upcoming Ethereum Improvement
Proposal (EIP) 1559.
The EIP 1559 proposal will drastically alter how
the world's largest smart contract network handles
fees. Rather than successful miners receiving fees
contained within the block, fees are now sent to
the network itself and burned. This network change has drawn the ire
of many Ethereum miners. However, if successful, EIP 1559 may go
down in history as one of the silver bullets that solved the Ethereum
gas fee crisis and enabled massive scaling.

Finally, the big news on the block involves none other than Bitcoin
itself. The much-anticipated Taproot upgrade is the biggest network
overhaul since Schnorr Signatures and SegWit. Taproot specifically
deals with how the Bitcoin network executes more complex
transactions such as time-locked and multi-signature scenarios.
Distinct from the "move fast and break things" mentality that defines
much of the crypto industry, it may take months for the miners of the
Bitcoin network to reach a consensus regarding this proposed network
upgrade.

News
Grab some popcorn because this month's news cycle was one of the
most nail-biting roller coasters we've seen in quite a while. Elon Musk
kicked off the party with a tweet decrying the allegedly unsustainable
energy consumption of Bitcoin. Taking a moral stance for sustainability
would be an admirable move - if Musk didn't include
that his company, Tesla, would no longer accept
Bitcoin as a payment option. Even Ark's Cathy Wood
broke rank, calling Musk's sudden reversal against
Bitcoin as misguided. Taking things a step further,
Musk declared that the beloved meme coin Doge
could become the world's reserve currency, no
doubt raising eyebrows from both institutional
investors and regulators.
In addition to the world's richest person flip-flopping on Bitcoin, the
world's most populous country entered the fray with an alleged Bitcoin
ban. The State Council of China reiterated their current stance on a
mining and trading ban, sending the price of Bitcoin plummeting to
around $36,000. Despite many observers noting that this is at least the
fifteenth time China has banned Bitcoin, the announcement reflects

the wishy-washy nature of the CCP's attitude towards cryptocurrency.
Coming on the heels of the State Council announcement, state-owned
financial institutions declared that they could no longer extend
cryptocurrency services to their clients. The follow-up announcement
suggests to some that this time around, China could be serious. While
precedent suggests otherwise, only time will tell.
The mainstream narrative surrounding Bitcoin has largely shifted
towards its energy consumption. Proponents of sustainable energy are
now turning against the world's largest distributed currency to favor
more eco-friendly alternatives. Michael Saylor of MicroStrategy went
on the proactive offensive in light of this move, forming a Bitcoin
Mining Council to address the emerging criticisms. The council's goal
is to better communicate with the public regarding Bitcoin's
sustainable energy use and drive miners to increase the proportion of
sustainable energy consumed by their mining activities. Saylor
teamed up with none other than Elon Musk to spearhead the council,
demonstrating that Musk isn't fully sold on the doom-and-gloom
Bitcoin energy narrative. Given that Saylor recently quipped that
entities he controls hold just over 111,000 Bitcoin, it's reasonable to
assume that Saylor isn't acting solely out of altruism.
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DeFi
While we briefly touched on Polygon in the Tech section of the
newsletter, its meteoric rise to the top rungs of the DeFi charts requires
a more thorough examination. The fee structure of Ethereum has long
been the bane of traders and developers alike - spending $80 for a
failed transaction is a surefire way to turn someone off of your network
for good. Polygon's solution to this glaring issue is to leverage
emerging interoperability technology to build modular sidechain
solutions for the Ethereum network. This approach to scalability allows
for nearly free transactions and settlement times that rival the fastest
blockchains on the market today.
Complimenting this thoughtful solution is
the Polygon QuickSwap exchange. Like
existing automated market makers, this
portal allows users to exchange DeFi and
crypto assets with theoretically infinite
liquidity seamlessly. By allowing users to
interact with the Polygon chain directly,
users can empirically validate the speed
and efficiency that Polygon introduces to

the Ethereum network. With these results, double-digit transaction fees
will hopefully exist only as haunting memories for early adopters.
Other powerful industry players have taken note of the promising
developments that Polygon brings to the table. Aave, one of the most
innovative and well-capitalized liquidity protocols in the DeFi industry,
recently announced that they would utilize Polygon as the first step in
their New Frontiers program. This program seeks alternative solutions
to the Ethereum main net that will allow Aave to scale more effectively
in transaction processing. EIP 3085 makes swapping between the
Ethereum mainnet, where the main code of Aave runs, and the
Polygon network, which technically exists as a side chain to the main
network, a one-click process via Metamask. As interoperability
continues to increase and the overall DeFi user experience grows
more seamless, the DeFi industry increasingly primes itself for mass
adoption.
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3. Nodeseeds in May
May proved to be an amazing month for the Nodeseeds community.
We're astounded by the community growth rate and humbled by the
amazing support from existing community members. In addition to this
amazing growth, we've also secured numerous additional
investments, assisting us in sufficiently diversifying the growing
Nodeseeds portfolio. Empowering NDS token holders with exposure to
otherwise inaccessible DeFi seed-round investments defines the
Nodeseeds investment ethos and informs every one of our investment
decisions. These successful investments have led to numerous
partnerships and deep relationships in the DeFi industry, further
assisting our team and community in identifying and securing
promising token allocations.
In terms of housekeeping, we've done quite a bit for our investors. The
release of the Nodesees whitepaper in early May serves as a
milestone for the protocol, informing the world of our actions and
intent. We're also reminded that while performance means the most,
it's important to make sure your tie isn't a mess. The Nodeseeds
website received a makeover and now operates with the sleek
functionality that mirrors the integrity and hard work of the Nodeseeds
team and community. Additionally, the new website contains an
updated pitch deck that succinctly conveys the Nodeseeds value
proposition.
In addition to this core document, we've produced several AMAs with
existing and pending investments. The Bcube team sat down with
Nodeseeds to let us know more about their automated trading. The
Occam team sat down with Nodeseeds to learn more about how
they're rapidly expanding the Cardano ecosystem with their
automated market maker and launchpad. Not coincidentally, deFIRE,

which launched on Cardano via the Occam ecosystem, gave
Nodeseeds some detailed information about their automated order
routing engine on Cardano. They're not alone - Solpad brought us up
to date with the first automated market maker and launchpad in the
Solana ecosystem, highlighting the rapid growth of many top
blockchain networks. Make sure to keep an eye on the Nodeseeds
Medium page to stay up to date with the latest news and interviews.
Other entities in the DeFi industry have started to take note of
Nodeseed's success. Cointelegraph ran an article in the middle of
May detailing how our team and
community seek to democratize the
investment process. The piece does a
fantastic job illustrating what sets
N o d e s e e d s a p a r t f ro m s i m i l a r
protocols. Our unique buyback and
burn approach specifically stands out
and, as the ar ticle highlights,
illustrates our deep commitment to the
good of the community over the long term. Along with this media
exposure, Stacker Ventures has taken note of the amazing growth at
Nodeseeds, and both protocols have agreed to a partnership. As the
first decentralized venture capital fund, Stacker Ventures represents a
powerful force in the industry. Their upcoming USDC fund on Polygon
offers promising opportunities for Nodeseeds - we're excited to
maximize the benefits of the partnership for both parties. Collaboration
once again emerges as one of the most powerful forces driving DeFi
forward.
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Our maturation as a team, community, and protocol are worthy of
praise in their own rights. However, maturation exists in a vacuum if it
is not used to mentor and grow the future. In this spirit of growth and
mutual aid, Nodeseeds proudly supported Blockpad with their initial
launch. As with many early projects, the competent team at Blockpad
faced the daunting tasks of marketing, networking, and seamlessly
launching their project in the highly volatile and often chaotic

Website

environment that defines DeFi. Having gone through this process
ourselves, we can confidently say that it feels a lot like juggling
flaming plates while riding a unicycle. In assisting Blockpad in
building their protocol from the ground up, we're pleased to have
made not only a proactive investment but also to have formed great
contacts and friendships along the way.

Pitch Deck

AMA
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4. Nodeseeds Token
NDS Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x747f564d258612ec5c4e24742c5fd4110bcbe46b

Circulation Supply: 38 590 NDS

Total supply: 100,000 NDS

Current market cap: $10.2M
15 000 community reserved tokens locked https://etherscan.io/tx/
for 1 year: 0x91b6111394fff6a9ba0849eb9c4ce14ecd3dde42476a2b9568650eb16f9e04bf
30 000 marketing + team reserved tokens https://etherscan.io/tx/
locked for 6 months (most will be relocked): 0xd1a77a0dd78a08c08e162940611474457fd064323df5b2fbe9ac5133d4a12a7b
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5. Portfolio Overview
NDS Starting Investment Capital: $110k
Capital left to invest: $37k
$1k left from our initial capital
$4k - recouped from Polystarter
$12k - recouped initial from Trustpad
$20k - recouped initial from Occam

Blockbank Investment: $20k

B-cube Investment: $5k

NFTFY: $15k
Polystarter: $4k

DeFinity: $8k
deFIRE: $15k

Occam: $20k

Trustpad: $12k

Opolis: $10k
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Summary of new Investments this month
Total number of investment concluded:
Total amount invested:
Fist profit and buy & burn estimated:
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$109k
Q2 2021

Current Price

Our current

Tokens Owned

(26/04/2021)

valuation

$0.12

32.43k POLR

$7.07

$229.2k

DeFi ecosystem

$1.1111

16.37k OCC

$10.2

$166.9k

Trustpad

Launchpad

$0.05

225.3k TPAD

$0.478

$107.7k

DeFinity

Forex

$0.07

114.28k DEFX

$0.645

$73.7k

deFIRE

DEX aggregator

$0.8

18.75k CWAP

$3.365

$63k

Blockbank

Platform

$0.075

266,66k BBANK

$0.213

$56.8k

Nftfy

NFTs

$0.22

68.18k NFTFY

$0.564

$38.4k

Opolis

Employment benefits

$0.235

42.52k WORK

/

$10k

B-cube

Trading bots

$0.15

33.33k BCUBE

/

$5k

Project

Type

Our Price

Polystarter

Launchpad

Occam

Capital Left

$37k

Total

$787.7K
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New Investments
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1. Opolis
https://opolis.co - Decentralized Employment Benefits

WORK contract (on 0x6689A8F4fdAd6712888682C9ce81B267
xDAI): 62389F40
Our Price: $0.235

Vesting Schedule:

Vesting: 20% Unlocked - 80% vested
linearly over 4 years.

Recouped Initial?: No

Total Supply: 315M WORK

Profits: /

42,519.6 WORK
NDS invests 10K USDT
31.05.2021

34,015.7 WORK (80%)
Tokens locked

8,503.9 WORK (20%)
Tokens unlocked

As a decentralized cooperative offering employee benefits, Opolis’ WORK token affords freelancers, contractors, and self-employed entrepreneurs access to
benefits. The Opolis network currently maintains around 4000 members, demonstrating the massive latent demand for their services. Users can participate as
either an Employee Member or Coalition member and accrue WORK tokens through providing value in the Opolis ecosystem. The WORK token has been released
on the xDAI chain, and users can actively engage with the proven, working product on Opolis.
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2. deFIRE
https://defire.fi - Liquidity Optimization & DEX Aggregator on Cardano.

CWAP contract:

0xe74dc43867e0cbeb208f1a012fc60dcbbf0
e3044

Our Price: $0.8

10% at listing. 90% distributed over 20
Vesting Schedule: months - 2 months cliffs, then equal
distribution over 18 months.
Recouped Initial?: No

IDO Price: $1.75

Profits: /

Total Supply: 100M CWAP
Circulating Supply: 7.8M CWAP
18,750 CWAP
NDS invests 15K USDT
31.05.2021

16,875 CWAP (90%)
Tokens locked

1,875 CWAP (10%)
Tokens unlocked

As the first smart order routing engine in the ecosystem, deFIRE demonstrates the massive uptick in projects launching on Cardano. DeFIRE uses a proprietary
routing mechanism to ensure users receive the best prices in the most liquid markets when transacting with their digital assets. This process minimizes price
slippage and ensures a more orderly market overall. Users can stake their CWAP tokens within the deFIRE ecosystem to receive referral rewards within the
network.
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3. DeFinity
https://definity.network - Decentralized, Multi-Chain Layer 2 for FOREX Trading.

Our Price: $0.07

Vesting Schedule:

IDO Price: $0.1

15% monthly (6 Months) and 10% 7th
month

Recouped Initial?: No

Total Supply: 171M DEFX

Profits: /

Circulating Supply: 8.2M DEFX
114,285.71 DEFX
NDS invests 8K USDT
31.05.2021

97,142.85 DEFX (85%)
Tokens locked

17,142.86 DEFX (15%)
Tokens unlocked

DeFinity is a multi-chain Layer 2 solution for the foreign exchange markets backed by an existing industry giant, WeOwn. DeFinity leverages WeOwn’s existing
financial transaction and crypto expertise and marries it to the legacy Financial Information eXchange (FIX) protocol. The result is a sleek platform that enables
near real-time foreign exchange settlements with ultra-low costs. The platform’s DEFX token allows users to participate in governance, receive a proportional share
of network fees, and receive reduced fees when using the DeFinity platform for currency trading.
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4. Polystarter
https://polystarter.net - First Decentralized IDO Platform for the Matic/Polygon Ecosystems.

Our Price: $0.12

Vesting Schedule:

IDO Price: $0.5

15% on TGE, 15-20-20-30 monthly
vesting

Recouped Initial?: Yes - 4k$

Total Supply: 10M POLR

Profits: /

Circulating Supply: 1.25M POLR
33,333.33 POLR
NDS invests 4K USDT
31.05.2021

28,333.33 POLR (85%)
Tokens locked

5000 POLR (15%)
Tokens unlocked
4400 POLR (13.2%)
Tokens remaining in wallet
600 POLR (2.8%)
Tokens sold

As DeFi continues to grow and eat the traditional financial markets, the various chains of the industry continue to require cutting-edge infrastructure upgrades.
Polygon, previously Matic, is no exception and PolyStarter serves as the first acceleration platform for the network. POLR token holders can use their tokens to
stake in the ecosystem and receive a proportional amount of transaction fees from the network. As a turn-key acceleration platform, PolyStarter seeks to expand
the number of projects built on the Polygon network.
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Previous Investments
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1. Occam
https://occam.fi - DeFi Suite on Cardano.
https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/occamfi

• OCC contract: 0x2f109021afe75b949429fe30523ee7c0d5b27207

10% Released at listing. 90% of the other
Vesting Schedule: tokens will be released monthly during 12
months, after a 1 month-cliff.

• Our Price: 1.1111$
• ICO & listing price: 1.9$

Recouped Initial?: Yes - $25k

• Total Supply: 100M OCC
• Circulating Supply: 3.7M OCC

Profits: /
18,000 OCC
NDS invests 20K USDT
30.04.2021

16,200 OCC (90%)
Tokens locked

1,800 (10%)
Tokens unlocked
1,627.2 OCC (9.04%)
Tokens sold
172.8 OCC (0,96%)
Tokens remaining in wallet

May was a great month for Occam. One of Nodeseeds' first investments, we secured a fantastic ICO price and recouped our initial investment. Occam released
staking in May and enjoyed their first successful IDO on their platform in the form of deFIRE. They additionally announced the pending release of the OccamX
decentralized exchange. Both the Nodeseeds team and community agree that we expect Occam to remain a strong performer for the Nodeseeds portfolio.
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2. Blockbank
https://blockbank.ai - Multi-Purpose platform bridging the gap between CeFi and DeFi.
https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/blockbank

• BBANK contract: ETH & BSC:
0xf4b5470523ccd314c6b9da041076e7d79e0df267
• NDS Price: 0.075$

Vesting Schedule:

2 months lockup, followed by 10 months of
equal vesting.

Recouped Initial?: No

• Listing price: 0.2$

Profits: /

• Total Supply: 400M BBANK
• Circulating Supply: 30M BBANK
266,666.66 BBANK
NDS invests 20K USDT

30.04.2021

266,666.66 BBANK
Tokens locked

Secured for less than 50% of the public IDO price, BlockBank is another strong contender within the Nodeseeds portfolio. The BlockBank token (BBANK) is now
available for staking on the MantraDAO. Additionally, BlockBank was listed on CoinMarketCap in May, and the team is continuing the development of their AI and
app.
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3. B-cube
https://b-cube.ai - The Ultimate All-in-one AI-driven Platform for Crypto Traders.

• BCUBE contract: Not yet available

Vesting Schedule:

• Our Price: 0.15$
• Listing price: 0.2$

2 months lockup, followed by 10 months of
equal vesting.

Recouped Initial?: No

• Total Supply: 50M BCUBE

Profits: /

• Circulating Supply: 1.6M BCUBE

33,333.33 BCUBE
NDS invests 5K USDT
30.04.2021

33,333.33 BCUBE
Tokens locked

It was a lucrative month for crypto traders, and BCube certainly enjoyed the elevated market volatility. As an all-in-one AI-driven platform for crypto traders, BCube
is well-positioned for the ups and downs of the DeFi industry. Nodeseeds secured an excellent price, and the BCube team has been hard at work this past month.
Their IDO on Mantra DAO sold out quickly on May 14th. The team projects the main net launch on Uniswap on the 30th May 2021.
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4. Smartswap

We have decided to get fully refunded and we are not invested in Smartswap anymore.

The Nodeseeds team no longer maintains an active investment nor professional relationship with SmartSwap. At this time, the Nodeseeds team and community do
not wish to make a statement regarding the transpired events. All actions undertaken represent the best long-term interest of NDS token holders and the
Nodeseeds community.
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5. NFTFY
https://NFTFY.org - A Decentralized Fractionalization Protocol for NFTs.

• NFTFY contract: Not yet available

Vesting Schedule:

• Our Price: 0.22$
• Total Supply: 100M NFTFY

10% after a 36 hours cliff, then 8 monthly
installments.

Recouped Initial?: No

• Circulating Supply: ~5M NFTFY

Profits: /

• Listing price: 0.4$

68,181.81 NFTFY
NDS invests 15K USDT
30.04.2021

68,181.81 NFTFY
Tokens locked

Fractionalizing NFTs means that anyone can now own a piece of the Mona Lisa. At least that's the goal of the NFTFY platform – so far, they've succeeded! NFTFY
has officially launched on Pancake Swap and plans to launch on Uniswap very shortly. Liquidity pool staking is now available directly through the NFTFY website,
allowing users to take full advantage of their NFTFY tokens.
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6. Trust Pad
https://TrustPad.io - Secured Decentralized Multi-Chain Fundraising Platform.
https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/trustpad

• TPAD contract: Not yet available

Vesting Schedule: 10% at listing. 22.5% per month.

• Our Price: 0.05$

Recouped Initial?: Yes - $12k

• Listing price: 0.1$
• Total Supply: 100M TPAD

Profits: /

• Circulating Supply at launch: 8.75M TPAD
240,000 TPAD
NDS invests 12K USDT
30.04.2021

240,000 TPAD
Tokens locked

24,000 TPAD (10%)
Tokens unlocked
14,700 TPAD (6.125%)
Tokens sold
9,300 TPAD (3.875%)
Tokens remaining in wallet

As a secured, decentralized cross-chain fundraising platform, TrustPad allows projects to raise capital using their seamless interface. TrustPad had a successful
launch on Pancake Swap this May and hosted their first successful IDO in the form of Network.io. Many additional IDOs are planned for June, and the Nodeseeds
community looks forward to more exciting project launches on the TrustPad platform.
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6. Buy & burn, reinvestment, and fees

Buy & burn:

40%

This month, Nodeseeds did not make any profits, thus there are no Buy & Burns yet.

Reinvested:

45%

This month, Nodeseeds did not make any profits, thus there are no reinvestments
yet.

Team:

15%

This month, since Nodeseeds did not make any profits, the team earned nothing from
the investments.
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Disclaimer
This report does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice
and is supplied for information purposes only. The information, data,
analyses, and opinions presented herein are provided as of the date
written and are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided, but
Nodeseeds makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding such
information. The information presented herein will be deemed to be
superseded by any subsequent versions of this commentary.
Nodeseeds shall not be responsible for any trading decisions,
damages or losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data,
analyses or opinions or their use. Past performance is not a guide to
future returns. The value of assets within Nodeseeds portfolio, as well

as the NDS tokens, may go down as well as up and token holders may
not get back their value purchased. Reference to any specific security
or token is not a recommendation to buy or sell that security or token.
This document contains certain forward-looking statements. We use
words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”,
“forecasts”, and similar expressions to identify forward-looking
statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the
actual results to differ materially and/or substantially from any future
results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those
projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason.
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